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Continuous innovation helped the Group to stay ahead in today’s competitive
environment. To further strengthen its leading edge, the Group maintained its
commitment to nurturing a proactive culture of innovation in all aspects of its
operations.

90

Culture of Innovation
SembCorp Marine focused on creating a
conducive environment for innovation and
creativity to flourish. Promoted at all levels of
workshops and office, innovation excellence saw
improvements in productivity, efficiency and safety
during the year.

To inspire employees to embrace the spirit of
innovation and generate novel ideas for workplace
improvements, a variety of programmes such
as Innovation Exhibitions, Safety Innovation
Team competitions, creativity retreats and
workshops were organised throughout the year
across the Group.

Singapore Innovation Class
Jurong Shipyard had the honour of being the first
shipyard to be presented the Singapore Innovation
Class certification by the Standards Productivity
and Innovation Board Singapore in January 2006.
The award recognised the yard’s efforts for having
the 4Cs – Conditions, Culture, Competencies and
Connectivity – in place as part of its integrated
framework for innovation excellence. It also served

as an endorsement of Jurong Shipyard’s
continuous commitment and strong leadership
support towards sustained innovation.

Innovation in Design &
Engineering
The Group’s focus on R&D by the yards has led
to the development of several proprietary product
designs, including the Baker Marine Pacific Class
375 deep drilling jack-up rig design by PPL
Shipyard and the Jubilee Class 2,586 to 2,646
TEU containership design by Jurong Shipyard.

PPL Shipyard also has strong expertise in the
design of proprietary jacking systems for new-
generation rigs. These engineering designs and
systems are continually refined and enhanced to
cater to the changing needs and requirements of
customers. As part of its Technology Roadmap,
PPL Shipyard is also investing in the R&D of next-
generation rig components and systems as part
of a strategic thrust to drive competitive growth
in the industry.

R&D Alliances with Partners
The Group continued to emphasise R&D alliances
with governmental and higher learning institutions
to enable mutual sharing of ideas as well as the
development of innovative product designs and
engineering systems for customers.

Lab-in-RI Programme
PPL Shipyard broke new ground at the end of
2006 by partnering the Institute of High
Performance Computing in setting up an R&D
laboratory within the Institute under a new “Lab-
in-RI” programme. In doing so, the yard became
the first maritime offshore and marine engineering

company to take the lead in the programme and
to partner an A*STAR research institute (RI) in the
establishment of an R&D research facility.

The “Lab-in-RI” programme was spawned from
an earlier collaboration between PPL Shipyard,
the Institute and the Maritime & Port Authority in
2005 on the “Design Analysis and Improvement
of a New Generation Jack-up System” project
under the “Tri-R&D” Programme. This project
embodied the yard’s strategy to further strengthen
its competitive edge through R&D into proprietary
designs and optimisation of new-generation jack-
up rigs.

Under the “Lab-in-RI” initiative, which is expected
to continue until December 2007, three
researchers from the Institute and three engineers
from the yard would work together on a rotational
basis to exchange ideas that would lead to new
innovations and better designs.

Innovation in Process Design
Transverse Skidding Semi-Submersible
Construction
In 2006, Jurong Shipyard took its successful
patent-pending Load-out and Mating-in-Dock
innovation further by developing the ingenious
Transverse Skidding Method. The combination
of these two methods would allow multiple rigs

to be constructed simultaneously and assembled
sequentially in a safe, secure manner at a relatively
low cost. Prior to that, only one semi-submersible
could be constructed at any one time.

Combining Transverse Skidding with Load-out
and Mating-in-Dock, one upper hull of a rig is
erected on a skidding truss near the end of the
dry dock, and another on a skid way beside the
first. The lower hulls of both rigs are then
constructed concurrently at a separate location
and towed to the dry dock. Once there, the upper
hull is skidded longitudinally into position, while
the lower hull is floated to be aligned and welded
permanently with it. The fully assembled first rig
can then be floated out of the dry dock to prepare
for the second rig-mating operation.

The innovative “Transverse Skidding” process is
applied at this juncture to skid the upper hull of
the second rig transversely into position. The
upper hull is then jacked up to the required
height to sit on the withdrawn skid truss after
the first rig mating operation. The load-out and
mating sequence is then repeated to complete
the second rig.

The Transverse Skidding process leads to
substantially greater productivity and efficiency
as more rigs can be built at one time. Other
benefits include the more effective usage of the
dry dock and the skidding structures. Building
the upper hull of the second rig on temporary
supporting blocks at a much lower level also
leads to a safer work environment and minimises
the requirements on heavy lift operations.

The innovative Transverse Skidding method
further reinforces Jurong Shipyard’s leading
position in the niche market of building
sophisticated deep water semi-submersible rigs.
It also clinched the Pinnacle Award, the most
prestigious recognition conferred by SembCorp
Industries’ annual Innovate, Discover, Engineer,
Achieve (IDEA) Awards.
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Shopfloor Productivity and Safety
The Group thrived on innovation to ensure the
continuous improvement of its operations. All
employees within the Group were encouraged to
identify opportunities for innovation in their daily
work operations through monthly suggestion
schemes. Innovation-related events, such as the
Safety Innovation Teams Convention, were also
organised to recognise staff who proposed
innovative ideas of performing everyday tasks in a
more effective, efficient and safer way.

Safe Swinger
Winning a gold at ASMI’s Innovation for
Occupational Safety and Health awards was
Sembawang Shipyard’s Hull Plannerz who had
developed the Safe Swinger. It also clinched a Merit
award at Sembcorp Industries’ IDEA Awards in
2006.

The traditional process of turning accommodation
ladders during repairs relied heavily on overhead
cranes to lift the weighty ladder for the turning
process, causing wastage of manpower and
electricity and exposing workers to the risk of falling
hazards from heavy equipment.

The Safe Swinger, however, borrows the concept
of a pulley system and turns the ladders in a
smooth horizontal motion that reduces falling risk
hazards, eliminates electricity wastage and frees
up the overhead lifting crane for other usages.
Work efficiency has since increased five times,
with approximately 30 per cent savings in man
hours.

C-parator
The C-parator, conceived by Sembawang
Shipyard’s Health, Safety and Environment
Department, is a simple colour-coded cable hanger
that elevates hoses and cables to reduce the risks
of tripping and falling, blocking emergency exit
passages, as well as fire, explosions and
electrocution accidents. The device won a gold
award at ASMI’s Innovation for Occupational Safety
and Health awards ceremony.

Combination Earth Cable Stripper and Crimper
SembCorp Marine’s subsidiary Jurong Machinery
and Automation accelerated the process of cable
stripping and lug crimping with the Combination
Earth Cable Stripper and Crimper. Integrating a
pneumatic stripping device and hydraulic-operated

crimping component to deliver a quality finish
without strenuous physical exertion, it eliminates
workers’ exposure to injuries of the hands and
fingers. It also ensures standardised quality and
speeds up earth cable production time by over
three folds. The project was awarded a silver at
ASMI’s Innovation for Occupational Safety and
Health awards ceremony.

Packing Quick Fitting Device
Jurong Shipyard’s Piping and Outfitting Section
developed the Packing Quick Fitting Device as a
safer alternative for the renewal of rubber packing,
the watertight lining below cargo hatch covers,
during containership repairs. The previous method
of using a crowbar to compress and hammer the
packing into place exposed workers to the risk of
hand, finger, neck and back injuries. The use of
the new versatile and lightweight device eliminates
direct hand contact during installation. This has
resulted in higher accuracy and improved
productivity, leading to cost-savings of about 56
per cent due to fewer manpower requirements
and reduced time exposure to injury hazards.

Auto Pot Control Panel
A more efficient system of controlling grit and air
flow to blasting guns was conceived by Jurong
Shipyard’s Hull Painting Section in the form of the
Auto Pot Control Panel. In contrast to the
conventional manual system, which was prone to

slow response and unnecessary grit wastage, the
new integrated system links the blasting gun
directly to the grit pot via automated pneumatic
valves. This new system drastically reduces the
reaction time, enabling more efficient usage of
manpower and grit. The improved and streamlined
cabling system also minimises electrical and
housekeeping hazards.

Bolt Hole Alignment Tool
SembCorp Marine’s subsidiary Jurong Marine
Contractors devised the Bolt Hole Alignment Tool
as a more productive and safer way of aligning
bolt holes in a variety of fitting processes performed
during ship repair. With this cost-effective and
user-friendly device, less manpower is required to
complete the task. Safety is also enhanced as
workers’ exposure to hand and finger injury is
greatly reduced.

Winch Wire Handler
The Winch Wire Handler was conceived by Jurong
Shipyard’s Hull Painting Section to enhance the
safety of air winch operations during the lifting of
scaffold materials from tanks. Serving as a
protective barrier, the Winch Wire Handler
eliminates direct hand contact as the winch wire
is passed through the device's durable copper
inner core, thus minimising the occurrence of hand
and finger injuries. Designed with a tough rubber
outer core and an end stopper, the device is also
non-slippery, thus reducing the risks of incidents
associated with material slippages.

Quick Ladder Install Device
SembCorp Marine’s subsidiary Jurong Integrated
Services invented the Quick Ladder Install Device
to provide secure ladder access to steel blocks
during assembly and outfitting works. This portable
device is fitted firmly to the steel block by a clamp
nut and angle-lock nut, with two brackets to
secure each end of the ladder. With a proper
and more secure means of accessing the steel
blocks, potential falling and tripping hazards are
greatly reduced, resulting in improved safety
within the yard.
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